
Therme Group supports the art and architecture community through  
its initiative, Therme Art. Therme Art works with internationally renowned 
artists and architects, as well as emerging talents, to commission  
and develop site-specific artistic projects that challenge the limitations  
of conventional exhibition spaces and redefine the experience of 
contemporary art viewing. It provides the resources and means required  
to fulfil artists’ visions which cannot be realised in galleries or museums, 
regardless of their complexity, production, installation and long-term 
maintenance. Through playing with the architectural elements  
of an environment, developing entire ecosystems, or creating immersive 
installations that transform visitors’ experiences, Therme Art is  
expanding the way in which we integrate art and creativity into our lives.
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ABOUT  
THERME GROUP
Therme Group is a leading global wellness company  
and integrator of health, sustainability and recreation 
concepts focused on revolutionising the wellbeing 
industry. Therme Group develops, plans, builds and 
operates all its spa facilities, evolving and integrating 
the latest technologies to deliver the most advanced 
experiences to its guests. 

Therme Group connects nature and technology,  
not only to enhance the wellness experience, but also 
to rethink how it can fulfil the needs of the body,  
mind and spirit in a holistic way. Using its unparalleled 
infrastructure as a starting point, Therme Group 
implements new environmental concepts designed  
for the re-integration of nature into everyday life.  
Since 1998, thermal facilities based on this philosophy 
and technology have welcomed over 40 million 
people, with every new facility bringing an additional 
1.5–3 million annual visitors. In what is becoming 
a highly automated global society, Therme Group 
advocates an approach embracing and bridging art, 
science, nature and culture to achieve a society  
that is healthier, more mindful and more sustainable.

Above, below and following page: Therme Facility
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THERME ART 
Therme Art believes that through the ideas and 
creativity of artists, cities and urban development can 
be re-shaped to meet the physical and spiritual  
needs of humans, allowing us to reconnect with our 
inner selves. Not only a tool to understand nature,  
we also believe art can help bring us closer to it. 

Therme Art’s commissioning programme is designed  
to expand the possibilities of art exhibition, generating 
immersive experiences that engage the body, mind  
and soul. By situating artworks within Therme Group’s 
facilities, Therme Art enables the creation of  
a significant and long-lasting cultural legacy, similar  
to the thermal baths of ancient times. Historically, these 
baths were accessible, social and egalitarian spaces. 
Drawing on this tradition, Therme Art allows artworks 
to reach a diverse public outside the traditional white 
walls of the museum or gallery space.
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01 (Left to right): Virgil Abloh, Grace Wales 
Bonner and Hans Ulrich Obrist. Photography 
by Alejandro Chavarria, World Red Eye  
 
02 The City of Artists, Therme Forum, Design 
Miami/ Basel 2019. Courtesy World Red Eye   
 
03 Serpentine Pavilion 2018, designed 
by Frida Escobedo, Serpentine Galleries, 
London (15 June–7 October, 2018)  
© Frida Escobedo, Taller de Arquitectura, 
Photography © 2018 Iwan Baan 
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Free Future Cities, Therme Workshop, Bauer Palladio. Photography © Chiara Farronato

Hans Ulrich Obrist, Back to the Body: 
Human-Oriented Forms in Art,  
Design and Architecture, Therme Forum, 
Design Miami/ 2018. Photography  
by Alejandro Chavarria, World Red Eye

Back to the Body: Human-Oriented 
Forms in Art, Design and Architecture, 
Therme Forum, Design Miami/ 2018. 
Photography by Alejandro Chavarria, 
World Red Eye

THERME FORUMS 
& THERME 
WORKSHOPS
Therme Forums and Therme Workshops are part of 
Therme Art’s year-round programming platform 
instigated to broaden conversations surrounding art, 
architecture, sustainability and the future of our urban 
environments. Through a series of curated talks  
and discussions, Therme Forum brings together leading 
creative minds in visual art, sound, design, architecture 
and city planning, as well as science and philosophy,  
to discuss the global challenges facing built 
environments in an effort to create a manifesto for new 
city development. Therme Workshops are focused 
gatherings and brainstorming sessions that examine 
city planning through the contribution of its facilities, 
considering their innovative integration of art 
experiences, as well as their holistic approach towards 
building technologies.

OUR NETWORK  
& EVENTS 
Therme Art is pleased to work with a network  
of leading organisations in strengthening its mission  
of supporting the art community, helping to foster  
an open dialogue in order to develop sustainable and 
creative solutions for our future cities.
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Therme Art Launch at Frieze Art  
& Architecture Conference

6 October, 2017, London, UK 

During the 2017 Frieze Art & Architecture Conference, 
for which it served as an associate partner, Therme Art 
was launched at The Royal Institution of Great Britain. 
As one of the leading platforms connecting art  
and architecture today, the Frieze Art & Architecture 
Conference was the ideal context to inaugurate the 
programme. During the event, an introduction to Therme 
Art was provided by Professor Sarah Wilson (Courtauld 
Institute of Art, London), along with a discussion 
featuring some of the programme’s participating 
artists, including Icelandic artist Egill Sæbjörnsson,  
as well as Lev Evzovich and Evgeny Svyatsky of  
the Russian art collective AES+F.

LAUNCH

Egill Sæbjörnsson, Artist

Therme Art Launch, The Royal Institution of Great Britain Above and next: Model of Therme Facility

Model photos by Drucilla Burrel, event photos by Jason Spoor
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THERME FORUM

Theatre and Architecture 

13–15 June, 2018, Sibiu, Romania 

As the city of Sibiu considered the construction  
of a new theatre complex, architects and designers 
responded with a reconsideration of the complex 
relationship with built environments. How do buildings 
and spaces shape experience? How does the design  
of institutions impact creativity, tourism, urban 
development, community pride and identity? As part  
of its mission to rethink the future of our urban 
environments by bridging art and architectural design, 
Therme Forum engaged world class architects, 
designers, artists, and arts leaders in an open dialogue 
regarding the interconnection between the theatrical 
arts and performance spaces, and how this 
relationship impacts the surrounding community. 
Panellists included renowned architects Kengo Kuma 
(Kengo Kuma and Associates), and Nils Fisher  
(Zaha Hadid Architects), as well as representatives 
from several prominent performing arts institutions, 
including Joe Melillo, Executive Producer of the 
Brooklyn Academy of Music, and Annette Mees, Head 
of Audience Labs at the Royal Opera House in London.

Helen Grassly BArch (Hons); Yaroslava Babenchuk, Moderator; Jason Flanagan BSc 
(Hons), Design Director

THERME FORUM

The British Pavilion: ISLAND British Council. Photography © Hélène Binet

Free Future Cities in Partnership 
with The British Council

25 September, 2018, Venice, Italy

The British Council works with over 100 countries  
to encourage cultural, scientific, technological,  
and educational cooperation with the United Kingdom, 
improving international access to education, skills, 
qualifications and culture.

To mark the beginning of Therme Art’s partnership  
with The British Council, the Therme Forum Free  
Future Cities was held at the British Pavilion during  
The British Council’s Island programme within  
the 16th International Architecture Exhibition.

Using the Biennale’s concept of Freespace as a starting 
point, the Therme Forum brought together a group  
of leading voices from art, architecture and science  
to discuss architecture and city planning. The 
panellists were Hans Ulrich Obrist, Stefano Mancuso, 
Mollie Dent-Brocklehurst, Lonneke Gordijn, Peter  
St John, Michaela de Pury, and Robert C. Hanea, 
Mikolaj Sekutowicz, Curator of Therme Art, served  
as moderator, alongside Sara Faraj, Secretary of the 
Therme Art Advisory Board. 
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Photography on this page and following page © Chiara Farronato

01 Robert C. Hanea, Therme Group 02 Mikolaj Sekutowicz, Therme Art 03 Sara Faraj, Therme Art  
04 Peter St John, Architect 05 Hans Ulrich Obrist, Serpentine Galleries 06 Michaela de Pury, Art Advisor  
07 Mollie Dent-Brocklehurst, Pace 08 Stefano Mancuso, University of Florence 09 Lonneke Gordijn, Studio Drift
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“The twentieth century was all about manifestos, and manifestos are 
all about loud proclamations. The twenty-first century has to be more 
about listening: listening to the planet.”
 — HANS ULRICH OBRIST, Artistic Director, Serpentine Galleries

“We’re really looking at ways to work with artists and 
architects together. Multi and trans-disciplinary artists often 
understand how cities work and how engineering works – it’s 
kind of a long cry from studio artists, who are working on their 
own. Artists are right up there at the front of the conversation.”
 — MOLLIE DENT-BROCKLEHURST , Pace

“It’s a synergy actually, it’s a symbiosis, to get together 
and create the ultimate role model in terms of on  
the one hand having technology, but on the other hand 
getting the dreams of artists in to optimise it, not just 
doing a grey zone product but basically to upscale it.”
 — MICHAELA DE PURY, Art Advisor

“If you look at how we are dividing the work of art and 
architecture, an architect is called to give an answer,  
but an artist is called to question. What we are doing  
with our spaces is creating a platform where it is free  
to ask questions.”
 — ROBERT C. HANEA, President and CEO, Therme Group

“The technology is just the canvas in order  
to see eternal principles. It is interesting 
because art was always observing nature, 
art was always imitating nature and for this 
imitation process, it’s also a process  
of understanding itself.” 
 — MIKOLAJ SEKUTOWICZ, Vice President, Therme 
Group and Curator, Therme Art

“I think architects can help artists to engage 
in another way in the physical world.”  
 — PETER ST JOHN, Architect

“We talked a lot about creating public spaces and  
city planning to be able to implement art and plant life 
into public spaces and we all come to the idea that  
we need a holistic overview and different disciplines to 
merge together to have this overview.”
 — SARA FARAJ, Secretary of the Therme Art Advisory Board

“By using visitors of an exhibition as a subject  
of an experiment, you are introducing a kind of ritual  
in the exhibition…by obliging people to be part  
of an experiment, they become part of a new ritual 
that obliges them to follow different steps. It’s like 
making a kind of structure to something that is normally 
pretty free.”
 — STEFANO MANCUSO, Author and Professor of Botany, 
University of Florence

“With every attempt we come closer and we try  
to understand more and more what it is that makes  
us attached to the work and to the environment, 
because that’s what we do when we look at the waves  
or the starlings. It’s something we recognise in ourselves, 
it’s who we are and that’s what we connect with.”  
 — LONNEKE GORDIJN, Artist, Studio Drift
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THERME FORUM
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Free Future Cities  
at Bauer Palladio 

26 September, 2018, Venice, Italy 

Following the Free Future Cities panel discussion,  
a Therme Workshop at Bauer Palladio explored the 
relationship between humans and nature, and its 
potential to bring about a transformation  
in contemporary life.  

The workshop’s first portion was led by Stefano Mancuso, 
Author and Professor of Botany at the University 
of Florence. Mancuso’s insights on plant neurobiology 
and signalling served as a framework for a discussion  
of biomimicry, a form of design modelled on 
biological structures. 

The second portion of the workshop was led by  
the artist Lonneke Gordijn of Studio Drift and examined 
how art can use technology to access a more thorough 
understanding of natural life.

THERME WORKSHOP

Photography © Chiara Farronato

Lonneke Gordijn, Studio Drift

Stefano Mancuso, Author and Professor of Botany at the University of 
Florence

Free Future Cities, Therme Workshop, Bauer Palladio

“We are more part of the natural system than we often realise. How we 
behave, make choices, what we develop, what we make, what drives us and 
why we feel certain things, are very much reflected in everything that we 
consider nature around us. Almost everything on earth has the same drive 
and cycle of existence. We are all part of the same evolution. Technology, 
architecture, art, everything we develop, successes or failures, exists in the 
same system of striving towards progress and comes from a driving force 
that makes us want to rise above ourselves.”
 — LONNEKE GORDIJN, Studio Drift
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2018 Serpentine Pavilion Designed 
by Frida Escobedo, in Partnership 
with Serpentine Galleries

3 October, 2018, London, UK

Therme Art is a proud partner of the Serpentine 
Galleries and has become one of the key supporters  
of the Serpentine Pavilion programme, aiding its 
mission to show that architecture, free of conventional 
boundaries, can become art, as well as play  
a creative role in future city planning. 

In October 2018, Therme Group announced its 
acquisition of the 2018 Serpentine Pavilion designed 
by Frida Escobedo. The announcement was made 
during the Serpentine Galleries’ Frieze breakfast,  
on the occasion of the opening of Frieze Art Fair.  
It featured remarks by Yana Peel, CEO of Serpentine 
Galleries; Hans Ulrich Obrist, Artistic Director  
of Serpentine Galleries; Frida Escobedo, Architect  
of the 2018 Serpentine Pavilion, as well as Mikolaj 
Sekutowicz, Curator of Therme Art.

“Creating public space is one of the biggest challenges 
in the future of city planning and city development.  
The Serpentine Galleries’ Pavilion programme 
addresses this topic in a very creative and innovative 
way. The social inclusion that (Frida’s) pavilion 
represents fully reflects the values of our company.”
 — MIKOLAJ SEKUTOWICZ, Curator, Therme Art 

SERPENTINE PAVILION 2018

Serpentine Pavilion 2018, designed by Frida Escobedo, Serpentine Gallery, London (15 June–7 October 7, 2018) 
© Frida Escobedo, Taller de Arquitectura. Photography 2018 Rafael Gamo 
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(Left to right): Mikolaj Sekutowicz, Sara Faraj, Yana Peel,  
Robert C. Hanea, Frida Escobedo, Hans Ulrich Obrist,  
Sarah Wilson Photography © Harry Richards

SERPENTINE PAVILION 2018

SERPENTINE PAVILION 2018 
Serpentine Pavilion 2018, designed by Frida Escobedo, 
Serpentine Gallery, London (15 June–7 October, 2018) 
© Frida Escobedo, Taller de Arquitectura 

The 2018 Pavilion by Mexican architect Frida Escobedo 
draws inspiration from the domestic architecture  
of her home country, while its pivoted axis refers to the 
Prime Meridian, established in 1851 at Greenwich  
to become the global standard marker of time and 
geographical distance. The Pavilion’s design is 
intended to enhance the viewer’s sensorial experience 
by emphasising the movement of natural sunlight  
and shadows, turning the building into a timepiece that 
charts the day’s passing. 

“One of the first things that came to my mind when  
we were speaking with Therme Group is that the 
Pavilion is going to remain in constant interaction with 
people and that was one very important thing to me.”  
 — FRIDA ESCOBEDO, Architect 

Championing new ideas in contemporary art since  
it opened in 1970, Serpentine Galleries has presented 
a wide range of work from emerging practitioners  
to the most internationally recognised artists and 
architects of our time. In addition to a seasonal 
exhibitions programme of 8 shows per year, during the 
summer months Serpentine Galleries presents its 
annual Serpentine Pavilion, the first and most 
ambitious architecture programme of its kind in the 
world.
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Therme Art, Pace and Studio Drift 
Announce Franchise Freedom 
Joint Venture

5 December, 2018, Miami, USA

At the end of 2018, Therme Group announced the 
launch of Franchise Freedom LTD, a joint venture with 
Pace and artist collective Studio Drift. As an integral 
part of its art initiative Therme Art, the foundation  
of this company establishes the shared ownership  
of Franchise Freedom, the groundbreaking flying 
sculpture by Studio Drift. For this piece, Studio Drift 
worked in close partnership with Intel® to use  
its Intel® Drone Lightshow technology. Through this 
innovative venture, Therme Group, Pace and Studio 
Drift are supporting the long-term development, 
operation, and exhibition of Franchise Freedom, 
presenting it in a global tour. 

Created through observation of the natural flight 
behaviour of starlings, Franchise Freedom stands at 
the interface of technology, science and art.  
Illuminating the night sky in a poignant performance 
that mimics the birds’ movements, it is an astounding 
translation of nature’s magnificent patterns into 
hundreds of luminous Intel® Shooting Star drones.

Each performance is unique and site-specific.  
The drones algorithmically respond to their environment 
in unpredictable and memorable ways, moving 
in conversation with it, and altering the intensity  
and colours of their lights. Franchise Freedom 
is the first-ever imitation of a natural phenomenon 
performed by machines working with decentralised 
algorithms at this scale. 

FRANCHISE FREEDOM

Therme Group and Pace previously presented 
Franchise Freedom at Burning Man 2018 in Nevada’s 
Black Rock Desert. The iteration at Burning Man 
featured more than 600 drones, double the size of its 
previous iteration at Amsterdam’s Stedelijk Museum  
as part of Studio Drift’s retrospective exhibition, 
Coded Nature. In 2019, Franchise Freedom performed 
during the 50th anniversary celebrations of NASA’s 
Apollo 11 lunar landing at the Kennedy Space Centre’s 
Rocket Garden.

Established in 2007 by Lonneke Gordijn and Ralph 
Nauta, Studio Drift is an artist collective that explores 
the relationship between nature and technology 
through collaboration with scientists, universities, 
research facilities, programmers and engineers.  
The Amsterdam-based studio focuses on creating 
site-specific and interactive installations, sculptural 
works, objects and films that examine our relationship 
with nature and the influence of technology 
on the natural world. 

Left: Franchise Freedom, Studio Drift
Right: Franchise Freedom, Coded Nature (2017),  
Stedelijk Museum Amsterdam 
Next: Franchise Freedom December 2017, Miami
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Design Miami/ Talks 

5–8 December, 2018, Miami, USA 

Design Miami/ is the premier global forum for design. 
Occurring alongside the Art Basel fair in Miami,  
USA, each December and Basel, Switzerland each June, 
Design Miami/ has become a crucial platform for 
creating, collecting, exhibiting and discussing 
collectible design. In June 2018, Therme Group  
and Design Miami/ inaugurated a long-term partnership. 

For Design Miami’s 2018 Miami edition, Therme Group 
furthered its partnership with the fair by co-hosting 
Design Miami’s Talks programme and commissioning 
renowned architect Francis Kéré to design the  
Talks Theatre and serve as chair of the accompanying 
Therme Forum talk series. 

Comprised of three dynamic discussions, the Therme 
Forum was curated by Mikolaj Sekutowicz and advised 
by Michaela de Pury. These highly anticipated talks  
at Design Miami/ addressed timely topics including  
the changing relationship between nature and art,  
their impact on urban life and what could happen if  
we were to integrate both into our social structures. 
Therme Forum opened with remarks by Rodman Primack, 
Design Miami’s Chief Creative Officer, and the 
discussions were co-moderated by Serpentine Galleries’ 
Artistic Director, Hans Ulrich Obrist. Other participants 
included Therme Art’s Secretary of the Art Advisory Board, 
Sara Faraj and Therme Art Curator, Mikolaj Sekutowicz.

Therme Forum’s 18 panellists reflected on ideas 
including the need for alternative supply chains and 
the possibility for the adaptation of human behaviour 
through design. Also discussed were new ways  
of seeing and living and their ability to enrich social, 
economic and environmental facets of life. Following 
Therme Forum at Design Miami, panellists, artists  
and friends gathered for a plant-based dinner  
at Planta South Beach to celebrate the first year 
 of Therme Art. 

THERME FORUM

TUGUNORA BY FRANCIS KÉRÉ 

Tugunora, the title of Kéré’s theatre design for the 
Design Miami/ Talks programme, is a portmanteau 
word formed from the ancient Greek term agora,  
a public space for assembly and discussion, and the 
Burkinabè tuguna, the traditional gathering space  
in Western African villages, where elders discuss 
important community matters. While the agora is an 
open space, the tuguna is often built from a round  
log structure that carries a roof of woven leaves. Kéré 
integrated these two concepts in the design of the 
Talks Theatre through a landscape of modular wooden 
seating elements, which varied in height and 
surrounded the speaker’s podium. A canopy of 
translucent, structural lamps was suspended above 
the theatre space. Combining the elders’ practice with 
the public assembly aspect of the agora, the Talks 
Theatre was designed as an inviting place of exchange 
and dialogue, a place that generates knowledge and 
fosters discourses on contemporary art, architecture,  
design and city planning. 

In collaboration with Dacra, Tugunora was subsequently 
exhibited at 4141 Design in the heart of Miami’s  
Design District. Open and accessible to the public,  
the installation contributed to the thriving cultural 
centre’s ongoing and dynamic display of design and 
creativity. Founded by Miami native Craig Robbins, 
Dacra is a real estate development company combining 
culture, commerce and design.

Above: Tugunora on display at 4141 Design in the 
Miami Design District 
Right: Courtesy of Francis Kéré for Design Miami/ 
Talks Theatre, commission by Therme Art 
Next: Andrea Maretto for Kéré Architecture
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Social Sculpture:  
Sustainability and Social Systems

6 December, 2018, Miami, USA 

We are experiencing a shift from an economy 
based on ownership to one based on participation 
and experience. How can contemporary design 
create not just objects, but systems where objects 
are manifestations of a greater cause? How can 
mainstream awareness be redesigned through art, 
design, architecture and urban planning? Panellists 
included Mollie Dent-Brocklehurst, Nikolai and 
Simon Haas, Francis Kéré, Claudia Paetzold, Mikolaj 
Sekutowicz and Sara Faraj.

THERME FORUM

“We’re moving away from a transaction 
economy, where we’re just about 
exchanging goods, to an experience 
economy where we really want to bring 
back soul and we want to be a part  
of something.”
 — MIKOLAJ SEKUTOWICZ, Therme Art 

“Life is never straight. It’s like how  
a natural material is never straight  
and that is what is so beautiful... 
What is the reason we’re here? It’s love. 
It’s humanity.”
 — FRANCIS KÉRÉ, Architect 
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“There’s this really long lifespan of experience. It isn’t 
just about the production and the engagement of  
the people making it. It’s also about where it ends up 
and how it lives on forever.”
 — NIKOLAI HAAS, Artist and Designer 

“I think our work is social to begin with because it’s sort 
of made to elicit a reaction out of people.”  
 — SIMON HAAS, Artist and Designer
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01 Francis Kéré  
02 Mikolaj Sekutowicz  
03 Nikolai Haas, Simon Haas  
04 Claudia Paetzold, Mollie Dent-Brocklehurst Photography by Alejandro Chavarria, World Red Eye

“Being connected with other humans contributes  
to sustainability. Just because you then understand that 
you don’t need to consume, but all you need is to connect.”   
 — CLAUDIA PAETZOLD, IK Lab

“It’s about creating a space where people can experience the 
extraordinary beauties of nature without actually ever 
potentially being there themselves. This could be considered 
post-apocalyptic, or, hopefully, just a way to make people  
see and understand the beauty of nature and, through that, 
respect it as well.” 
 — MOLLIE DENT-BROCKLEHURST, Pace
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THERME FORUM

Designing Free-Space  
and Curating Free Time 

6 December, 2018, Miami, USA 

Artificial intelligence, medical progress, and demographic 
changes have begun shaping a society no longer  
based on labour but rather on free time. How can art 
and design help to create new forms of business  
and city planning, and rethink our understanding  
of work and leisure in a post-industrial era? Panellists 
included Marc Glimcher, Lonneke Gordijn, Robert C. 
Hanea, Ralph Nauta, Roth (Eduardo Neira), Michaela de 
Pury, Alexander Groves, Mikolaj Sekutowicz and Sara Faraj.

“I think that art has this ability to really carve 
out time and space to consider invisible things 
around us, just like the Mayans were looking 
at creation and our place within that.”
 —ALEXANDER GROVES, Studio Swine

“The ancient Mayans’ attitude to time and 
space is totally different from ours, but could 
it be possible to implement this attitude and 
knowledge into global urban planning today?”
 —SARA FARAJ, Therme Art
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“So what is really valuable in the free space 
and the free time? Time. Time is the only 
choice that we have over how we want to 
spend it.”
 — LONNEKE GORDIJN, Studio Drift

“There is the outer space, but there is also  
the inner space and the inner freedom,  
and I think it is very important to work on  
this and architecture has a contribution 
in this – to find your inner freedom, to find 
your inner space, and to get back to your body.”  
 — MICHAELA DE PURY, Art Advisor

“We realise art is powerful design, 
architecture has this power, and that it needs 
to be applied, and that there is real peril if 
 it isn’t applied.”
 — MARC GLIMCHER, Pace
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01 Roth (Eduardo Neira), Alexander Groves  
02 Sara Faraj  
03 Ralph Nauta, Lonneke Gordijn  
04 Michaela de Pury, Marc Glimcher  
05 Robert C. Hanea

Photography by Alejandro Chavarria, World 
Red Eye

“We are not in close contact with nature  
and our culture, which is why we are destroying 
everything.”
 — ROTH (EDUARDO NEIRA), Azulik

“When we work, we come from our childhood 
interests. There’s no politics, no bullshit 
around it. You’re interested in these 
engagements that you have at a young age 
because they are very pure. So, in these 
processes of creation, you try to stay as close 
as possible to yourself and your interests 
 as you can.”
 — RALPH NAUTA, Studio Drift

“What we are trying to do is create a platform where we 
find truth—not one truth, not our truth, but the truth  
of everybody. The truth of every artist we are working with, 
the truth of every architect we are working with.  
And all these truths can coexist. This is what we are 
actually building in the centre of the cities. And I think 
the most important truth is nature.”  
 — ROBERT C. HANEA, Therme Group
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THERME FORUM

Back to the Body:  
Human-Oriented Forms in Art, 
Design and Architecture

6 December, 2018, Miami, USA 

The absence of nature in our cities can be seen  
as a reflection of the disconnection we are 
experiencing with our bodies. How can we reconnect 
through art, design and architecture? How can  
art help reprogramme current perceptions of self? 
Panellists included Virgil Abloh, Grace Wales Bonner, 
Torkwase Dyson, Arthur Jafa, Francis Kéré and  
Hans Ulrich Obrist.

“My dream city would be to tear down 
everything… I envision a city without 
boundaries, I envision a city with no struggle  
to find energy, I envision a city that wakes 
up and knows there are no guns inside.”  
 — FRANCIS KÉRÉ, Architect 

“How do we unify our legs and our arms as 
they fall down under gunfire? How do we unify 
our bodies in poor or thriving conditions under 
inadequate infrastructures playing double 
dutch? What does that mean: the insistence 
of a jump in a space, on a street, being  
a cultural moment?”
 — TORKWASE DYSON, Artist

“I feel that clothing can have a very emotional, 
soulful, quality…I’m interested in the closeness 
to the body in that sense and being able to 
imbue something with a beauty that attracts 
you to something but then it carries a deeper 
message.”   
 — GRACE WALES BONNER, Artist

“I always wondered why the existing  
world was so far off basis, what are the 
commonalities that most people could agree 
upon? There are building codes, there’s  
laws, there’s legislation that draws lines in the 
sand. I wondered why our existing world 
wasn’t built how human bodies relate to each 
other, in a more organic way.” 
 — VIRGIL ABLOH, Artist and Fashion Designer

01 Francis Kéré, Torkwase Dyson  
02 Grace Wales Bonner  
03 Virgil Abloh, Hans Ulrich Obrist  
04 Arthur Jafa
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This page and next: photography  
by Alejandro Chavarria, World Red Eye

“It’s not enough to make things digitally 
available to everyone. We also need to make 
experience available to everyone.” 
 — HANS ULRICH OBRIST, Serpentine Galleries
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“The thing is, it’s not just an insistence  
that the Black body matters, it’s an insistence 
that we can take the Black body as emblematic 
of the human body, because I think there’s 
always a split… We were being forced  
to choose between the Black body and a kind 
of universal body. Like the two things couldn’t 
be one in the same.” 
 — ARTHUR JAFA, Artist 
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CONSCIOUS CREATIVES CANNES

Conscious Creatives Cannes 

20 May, 2019, Cannes, France

With a view to raising ecological awareness and 
highlighting creative approaches to sustainable and 
mindful living, Therme Art brought together leading 
voices in environmental and wildlife conservation, 
social entrepreneurship, art, fashion, commerce and 
sustainability in Cannes for a discussion.

Conscious Creatives Cannes was hosted by Petra 
Nemcova, Co-Founder and Vice-Chair of All Hands and 
Hearts; Valeria Hinojosa, Social Entrepreneur, 
Influencer, and Lifestyle Blogger of Water Thru Skin; 
Simon de Pury, Art Auctioneer, Advisor, and Collector; 
Robert C. Hanea, President and CEO of Therme Group; 
and Mikolaj Sekutowicz, Vice President of Therme 
Group and Curator of Therme Art. 

The participants were welcomed with a palo santo 
cleanse performed by Hinojosa, followed by a collective 
guided meditation. Nemcova then opened a group 
discussion, asking all those present a series of 
questions centred on collaboration and 
entrepreneurial practices that generate positive
social, economic and environmental impact.

The evening also featured an environmentally 
sustainable menu of locally sourced plant-based 
foods, co-created by Michelin award-winning chef 
Stephan Hentschel and chef Henrik Strempel.  
The meal incorporated the restorative gastronomical 
benefits of thermal reactivity, a naturally occurring 
process that transpires as food is digested. 

Courtesy Jerome Dominé 

01 Jerry Reid, Brian Stewart and Sandy Stewart 
02 Destin Tucker, Chris Tucker and Petra Nemcova 
03 Petra Nemcova, Simon de Pury and Sara Faraj 
04 Valeria Hinojosa and Mikolaj Sekutowicz
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The City of Artists at  
Design Miami/ Basel 

11 June, 2019, Basel, Switzerland

For a second consecutive year, Therme Art partnered 
with international design fair Design Miami/ to present 
a Therme Forum panel discussion on the future of 
sustainable architecture and city planning. Presented 
within Design Miami/ Basel’s 2019 curatorial theme, 
Elements: Earth, which responded to the impact  
of human activity on the nature of our planet, the Therme 
Forum examined how designers and artists can work 
with urban planners, architects and engineers  
to re-envision sustainable and inclusive future cities. 
How can the creativity and innovations of artists  
be used to shape inclusive and progressive societies  
in harmony with the natural world? How can they take 
responsibility from bureaucracies and other vested 
interests to design cities of the future? 

The panel featured Lonneke Gordijn, Jon Gray,  
Maja Hoffmann, Arthur Mamou-Mani, John May, 
Studio Swine, and Hans Ulrich Obrist, and was 
moderated by Therme Art Curator, Mikolaj Sekutowicz. 

Courtesy World Red Eye 

(Left to right): Jon Gray, Hans Ulrich Obrist, Arthur Mamou-Mani, 
Lonneke Gordijn, Alexander Groves, Azusa Murakami, John May, 
Maja Hoffmann, Mikolaj Sekutowicz, and Rodman Primack. 

Rodman Primack, The City of Artists, Therme Forum, Broadcast 
Theatre, Design Miami/ Basel

The City of Artists, Therme Forum, Broadcast Theatre, Design Miami/ Basel
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“We have to reimagine what it actually means  
to be local in such a way that it understands the value  
of the global politics of cosmopolitanism, while 
recognising the real material impacts of the history of 
globalisation, in particular twentieth century history 
of globalisation, and the environmental footprint that 
 it has left on our cities.” 
 — JOHN MAY, Harvard University

01 John May  
02 Azusa Murakami  
03 Jon Gray, Hans Ulrich Obrist  
04 Arthur Mamou-Mani  
05 Lonneke Gordijn, Alexander Groves  
06 Maja Hoffmann, Mikolaj Sekutowicz

“The impossible is the least we can ask for. We live in a time  
of urgency and as the theme of the panel you gave today 
outlines, that means that there is no time to lose. We now need 
 to break down the silos and find ways to bring art into society 
that’s not only about exhibitions, but about how we can 
produce reality… I think it’s a very critical moment if you think 
about building cities and about the future of cities right now.” 
 — HANS ULRICH OBRIST, Serpentine Galleries 

“If you take a role in society you become  
an activist. As an artist you can be an activist.  
It’s good. You can be protected in your discourse. 
You are not perceived immediately like this 
political person by those whom meet you.  
You can actually act before people really start 
to understand that you actually do it.”  
 — MAJA HOFFMANN, Luma Arles  
 

 

“All of our reality, all of the context that we live 
in is created by us. How do we want to create 
it? What responsibility do we need to take?”
 — MIKOLAJ SEKUTOWICZ, Therme Art  

“If we build systems that are more 
connected to nature and our human 
nature – a nature that is a moving 
system and not a solid situation – then 
I think we’re getting closer to a situation 
that fits who humans are.”
 — LONNEKE GORDIJN, Studio Drift

“One of the roles that art can have  
is actually making us appreciate  
the mundane and the everyday that  
we take for granted such as the air  
which we breath in unconsciously.”  
 — ALEXANDER GROVES, Studio Swine

“It's really interesting when you go to  
a city and you observe the materiality  
of a place. You can really feel what 
makes a city have that kind of 
vernacular aspect.”
 — AZUSA MURAKAMI, Studio Swine 

“There was a personal connection to Temple Galaxia at Burning Man 
because it was representing us and civilisation to some extent.  
It brought the sense of something cathedral-like and a spirit of being 
part of a world community.”
 — ARTHUR MAMOU-MANI, Architect 

01

02

03

05

06

Courtesy World Red Eye 

04

“When you think about art and social movements created  
in the Bronx, like Hip-Hop and street style, there is a lot of 
value created, but it doesn’t trickle down to the communities 
where it started. We’re thinking about the built environment 
and physical space, and we’re wanting to create a mirror  
to reflect the greatness that exists in the people of these 
neighbourhoods. That’s pretty much it: reframing and 
redefining who gets to judge and contextualise what luxury is.”
 — JON GRAY, Ghetto Gastro
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2019 Partnership with Serpentine 
Galleries and Support of Junya 
Ishigami’s Serpentine Pavilion

18–26 June 2019, London, UK

In June 2019, Therme Group announced its second 
consecutive year of partnership with the Serpentine 
Galleries and its support of Junya Ishigami’s 2019 
Serpentine Pavilion, along with his accompanying 
interior furniture design Lotus. This was marked with  
a week-long series of events organised by Therme Art 
and the Serpentine Galleries.

Consisting of a complex arrangement of slates, 
Ishigami’s design for the Serpentine Pavilion 2019 
forms a single canopy that appears to emerge straight 
from the earth on which it stands. This perspective 
imbues Ishigami’s design with an earthly impression, 
functioning as a direct extension of the ground and 
nature itself.

Ishigami’s Pavilion represents the seamless union  
of man-made and natural worlds, embodying a quiet 
but insistent call to rethink design and architecture’s 
role in contemporary urban life. This philosophy  
is one shared by Therme Group. By using sustainable 
materials and processes that unite nature and 
technology, Therme Group re-envisions the role of 
architecture not only as a physical entity, but also as  
a crucial arbiter of culture, connection and spirituality.

Serpentine Pavilion 2019 Designed by Junya Ishigami, 
Serpentine Gallery, London (21 June–6 October, 2019),  
© Junya Ishigami + Associates,  
Photography © 2019 Iwan Baan
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Therme Art © Elizabeth Gleave

Celebration Dinner in Honour of architect Junya Ishigami, The Lanesborough Hotel

SERPENTINE PAVILION CELEBRATIONS

Celebration Dinner in Honour 
of Architect Junya Ishigami

18 June, 2019, London, UK

The week commenced with a special private view  
of the 2019 Serpentine Pavilion, after which Therme Art 
hosted an intimate dinner in honour of Ishigami in the 
Belgravia Room of the Lanesborough Hotel. 

Created in partnership with Junya Ishigami + Associates, 
the dinner celebrated the realisation of Ishigami’s 
Pavilion design through which he seeks harmony 
between man-made and natural structures.

Hans Ulrich Obrist, Artistic Director of Serpentine 
Galleries, reflected on the architectural innovation  
of Ishigami’s Pavilion design and honoured the 
architect’s past achievements at the 2010 Venice 
Architecture Biennale and his 2018 solo exhibition 
at the Fondation Cartier.

Art & Architecture Workshop

26 June, 2019, London, UK

Therme Art hosted a two-part edition of its Art and 
Architecture Workshop series in London, UK with  
2019 Serpentine Pavilion architect Junya Ishigami  
and celebrated architect Arthur Mamou-Mani.

Set within Ishigami’s Pavilion at Serpentine Gallery,  
the first portion of the workshop focused  
on challenging preconceptions of architecture, 
emphasising the potential in reframing the ways  
we plan and build our cities. 

During the workshop, Ishigami discussed his  
‘free space’ philosophy and elaborated on how it would 
shape his ideal city into one that provided ‘quiet,’ 
‘darkness of night,’ and ‘less density.’ 

During the second portion of the workshop held  
at Somerset House, London-based architect Arthur 
Mamou-Mani led a discussion on Burning Man,  
its influence on ideas of city planning and upcoming 
projects for Therme Art.

Junya Ishigami, Serpentine Pavilion 2019 Architect

Arthur Mamou-Mani, Architect

THERME WORKSHOP
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Robert C. Hanea, Founder, President and Chairman of the Board, 
Therme Group and Junya Ishigami, Serpentine Pavilion 2019 Architect

Junya Ishigami, Serpentine Pavilion 2019 Architect

Serpentine Pavilion Dinner

23 June, 2019, London, UK

Therme Art celebrated its support by hosting  
a special gathering and dinner set within the interior 
of the Pavilion.

The evening paid tribute to the incredible achievement 
of Ishigami’s Pavilion design, which unifies nature and 
human architecture. Remarks were shared by Pavilion 
architect Junya Ishigami and Therme Art Curator 
Mikolaj Sekutowicz. Ishigami’s Pavilion-inspired poem 
Black Bird was recited by Therme Art’s Commissions 
Curator Sheena Leach.

The dinner featured a curated plant-based menu  
of Therme Food by Michelin Star awarded chef Stephan 
Hentschel and Henrik Strempel.

Event photos: Therme Art © Elizabeth Gleave

(Left to right): Sara Faraj, Mikolaj Sekutowicz, Junya Ishigami, 
Hans Ulrich Obrist, Robert C. Hanea
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SERPENTINE PAVILION CELEBRATIONS

Black Bird by Junya Ishigami

In architectural construction techniques passed down over centuries,
one senses around the world commonalities of sorts,
much like the way that natural scenery across the globe appears to have a certain amount in common,  
whatever the location. Architecture began with the unmodified use of parts of nature 
found on the planet, this being replaced over time by structures built using simple, unpretentious methods.  
In that sense, it might be fair to say that natural scenery and architecture have formed 
an integrated environment from the beginning, grounded in a strong continuity. 
Finding ways to construct a new kind of architecture as if to create new scenery, 
using time-honoured methods and materials of the sort that exist in every region: here is my attempt 
to generate a new expanse of scenery hitherto unseen in this place by supplementing 
traditional construction methods with the techniques and technologies of contemporary architecture. 
Slabs of natural stone shattered into various sizes and shapes
are dispersed over an elegant, gauze-like structure gracefully assembled 
from uprights and horizontal members of very thin steel; 
piling up to form a vast roof resembling a rocky alpine landscape. 
Rain runs smoothly off this exquisitely overlapping aggregation of stones: 
in this alone the structure serves as a gigantic roof. 
The attractively layered stone fragments, seemingly random, 
and without any panels or waterproofing, in toto fulfil 
the function of architecture with gentle ease.
Possessing the same weighty presence as slate roofs around the world, 
and at the same time, a lightness, 
as if it could blow away in the breeze, 
the cluster of scattered stones materialises in this location
as a new expanse of scenery. 
Scrutinising this constructed pile of stones, 
one is suddenly reminded of a bird in flight,
the countless, layered black stones 
like black feathers.
A bird, spreading vast wings. 

Blown by the rain, 
the giant black bird wafts into the air, 
the slim rods supporting the roof 
resembling innumerable streaks of rain.
The giant black bird 
floats in the leaden London skies
dragging its vast dark shadow on the ground,
slipping, sliding, flying away.
Like watching a cloud 
and imagining a whale, looking at a giant rock and imagining a giant, 
one sees a piece of architecture, and imagines a monstrous black bird.
Natural scenery is a vast space that seems to extend without end:
the reason these enigmatic spaces fire our imaginations. 
Viewing architecture as scenery means freeing architecture from the myriad strictures enmeshing it. 
Weight and levity, random and deliberate, natural and artificial, ancient and modern, mystery 
and functionality, natural scenery and architecture; mixing and melding these and other values 
seen as polar opposites to produce a new space as a new value, a new environment: 
it is with this intent that I carry out a new experiment here.
 
Junya Ishigami

「黒い鳥」
古来から伝わる建築の構法は、
世界中のさまざまな地域である種の共通性を感じる。
それは、地球上の風景が、どこでもある程度の共通性をもってみられるのととてもよく似ている。
もともと建築は地球上に存在する自然の一部をそのままに利用し、単純かつ簡単な方法で建築に置き換えてきた。
その意味では、そもそも自然の風景と建築とは、とても強い連続性のもと一体的な環境をかたちづくっていたとも言えるのではないだろうか。
どの地域にも存在する古くから伝わる方法と材料を用いて、あたらしい風景をつくりだすように あたらしく建築を構築することを考える。 
伝統的な構法を現代建築の技術で補完し、今まで現れることのなかったあたらしい風景をこの場 所に生み出す試みである。
鉄製の極細の鉛直材と横架材とで美しく組み上げられた優雅なガーゼのような構造体の上に、まるで石の山のランドスケープをつくるかの
ように、大小かたちの異なる砕かれた板状の天然石を撒き散らし、積み重ね、おおきな屋根をふいていく。 美しく重なり合う石の集合体
は、なめらかに雨水を受け流し、それだけで大きな屋根としての役割を果たすようになる。板材も防水材も何も用いずに、無作為にも見える
美しい石の重なりが、全体として緩やかに建築としての機能を満たしていく。
世界中の多くの地域の屋根にみられる石葺きの重々しい質量の存在感をそのままに、 同時に、風に吹かれるかのような軽やかさを備え
て、
撒き散らされた石の群れが、
新しい風景としてこの場所に立ち現れる。
ふと、 
築かれた石の山を眺めるときに、
空に羽ばたく
鳥のことを想う。
無数に積み重ねられた
黒い石は
黒い羽毛だ。
大きな翼を広げる。

雨に吹かれて
ふわりと舞い上がる。
巨大な黒い鳥。
屋根を支える細い柱の群れは
無数の雨の線。
巨大な黒い鳥が
ロンドンの雨空に浮かび
巨大な黒い影を
地面に引きずり
滑るように
飛び去る。
雲を眺め、クジラを想像するように、
巨石を眺め、巨人を想像するように、
建築を眺めて、黒い怪鳥を想像する。
風景とは
どこまでも無限に続くかのようにみえる
巨大な空間である。
だから、
その得体の知れない空間に
僕たちは
さまざまな想像を巡らせる。
建築を
風景として捉えること。
それは建築を
それを取り巻くあらゆる制約から
自由にしていくことである。
重さと軽さ、無作為と作為、自然と人工、古代と現代、神秘性と機能性、風景と建築、 そのほか様々な対極とも捉えられる価値観を混ぜ合
わせ、溶け合わせながら、 ひとつのあたらしい価値観として、ひとつの新しい環境として、新しい空間を生み出すこと。 これが、ぼくがここ
で新しい実験を行う意図である。

石上純也
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Acquisition of Junya Ishigami’s 2019 
Serpentine Pavilion, in Partnership 
with Serpentine Galleries 

2 October, 2019, London, UK

Therme Group consolidated its commitment to the 
Serpentine Pavilion program with its acquisition  
of Junya Ishigami’s 2019 Pavilion. The acquisition was 
announced at the Serpentine Gallery during their 
annual breakfast event marking the start of Frieze 
London. The morning featured remarks by Hans Ulrich 
Obrist, Serpentine Galleries Artistic Director,  
and Mikolaj Sekutowicz, Curator of Therme Art,  
who commented:

“It has become incredibly important to merge nature 
and human architecture to overcome the 
environmental challenges our civilisation is currently 
facing. As a company, we are actively searching  
for solutions to challenges in architectural design and 
city planning through art. Ishigami’s design for 
this year’s Pavilion responds to these challenges, 
approaching solutions through the artistic and 
conceptual freedom provided by Serpentine Galleries.”

Above: Serpentine Pavilion 2019, Design Render, 
Exterior View, © Junya Ishigami + Associates

Right and following page: Serpentine Pavilion 
2019 Designed by Junya Ishigami, Serpentine Gallery, 
London (21 June–6 October, 2019), © Junya Ishigami  
+ Associates. Photography © 2019 Iwan Baan
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Maurizio Cattelan, La Nona Ora (2019), installation view from Victory is Not an Option at Blenheim Palace.  
Photo by Tom Lindboe, Courtesy Blenheim Art Foundation  

Nicolai Frahm, Vice-Chairman  
of Blenheim Art Foundation

Second Anniversary Celebrations  
at Blenheim Palace

2 October, 2019, Oxfordshire, UK

To mark two successful years in operation, Therme Art 
hosted a special event for partners, supporters and 
staff in the majestic surroundings of Blenheim Palace 
in Oxfordshire.

The event coincided with Victory is Not an Option,  
the renowned solo exhibition by the Italian conceptual 
artist Maurizio Cattelan. Before dinner, guests were 
welcomed by Nicolai Frahm, Vice-Chairman of 
Blenheim Art Foundation, to enjoy a guided tour of the 
exhibition. It was the maverick artist’s first UK 
institutional show in over two decades, which was 
installed throughout the palace’s grounds. 

In the beautiful Orangery room of the UNESCO listed 
site, most well-known as the ancestral home  
of Sir Winston Churchill, guests enjoyed a dinner of 
plant-based food. The evening concluded with remarks 
from Curator of Therme Art Mikolaj Sekutowicz,  
who reflected on the program’s mission to bridge art, 
architecture and design with city planning, before 
emphasizing the necessity of creativity in our future 
cities. 

Speaking of the evening, Sekutowicz said, “It was 
an honour to bring together our friends, staff,  
and supporters in such a historic venue to both 
celebrate and reflect upon Therme Art’s achievements. 
We remain committed to developing sustainable, 
holistic approaches to urban development and, with 
the help of our wide network of partners and experts, 
look forward to many more fruitful years ahead.” Event photos: Therme Art © Elizabeth Gleave

Next page: 
Maurizio Cattelan, Victory is Not an Option 
(2019), installation view from Victory is Not 
an Option at Blenheim Palace. Photo by Tom 
Lindboe, Courtesy Blenheim Art Foundation

Maurizio Cattelan, Novecento (2019), 
installation view from Victory is Not an Option 
at Blenheim Palace. Photo by Tom Lindboe, 
Courtesy Blenheim Art Foundation 
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With Support of Exhibition 24/7, 
Therme Art Embarks on New 
Partnership with Somerset House 

30 October, 2019

At the opening of the group exhibition 24/7, Therme Art 
was pleased to announce the start of an ongoing 
partnership with London’s Somerset House.  
The partnership commenced with Therme Art’s support 
of 24/7, the exhibition curated by Sarah Cook  
at the renowned London art institution.

Commenting on the partnership with Somerset House, 
Therme Art Curator Mikolaj Sekutowicz said:

“Like Somerset House, Therme Art is committed 
to supporting art in its role of creating holistic solutions 
to the most salient issues facing modern life. 24/7 
offers a blueprint in ambitious, expanded exhibition-
making, and is the ideal exhibition to commence  
what will surely be an extremely productive relationship.”

Taking its name from the influential book by theorist 
and art critic Jonathan Crary, 24/7 opened to much 
acclaim on 30 October, 2019. Examining the 
“always-on” nature of contemporary life over five 
themed zones each designed to convey a particular 
time of day, the exhibition considered the role  
of technology in blurring boundaries between work  
and leisure, night and day, as well as shaping how  
we distinguish natural from artificial life. 

Installation view of Tatsuo Miyajima, Life Palace (tea room)  
© Stephen Chung for Somerset House

Tatsuo Miyajima, Life Palace (tea room), 2013 © Tatsuo Miyajima; Courtesy Lisson Gallery

Next:  
Sam Meech, Punchcard Economy,  
2013 on view at 24/7 at Somerset House  
© Stephen Chung for Somerset HouseThe Edmond J. Safra Fountain Court © Marcus Ginns

SOMERSET HOUSE 2019
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Commission of The Mother  
by Acclaimed Icelandic Artist  
Egill Sæbjörnsson

1 November, Berlin, Germany

Therme Art formally announced details of its latest 
major artwork commission: The Mother, an immersive 
water-based sculpture by Icelandic multimedia artist 
and 57th Venice Biennale participant Egill Sæbjörnsson. 

The large-scale installation will be located at Therme 
Bucharest and will bring a completely new way of 
experiencing art and wellness within a Therme facility 
and beyond. The work will feature a projected video 
animation throughout its interior. The twelve-metre, 
dome-shaped construction will be a multi-sensory 
spectacle of water, sound and video, exploring  
the symbiotic relationship between man and nature. 

Accessed through a series of bridges and a lagoon-like 
passage, The Mother will emerge from the centre  
of a large outdoor lake. Once inside the main chamber, 
guests will experience and interact with a central 
piazza-style fountain featuring self-generative digital 
water projections. 

Drawing inspiration from ancient public baths and 
traditional Romanian churches, the installation will 
feature grand high ceilings and cascading steps 
organically integrated into its curved edges, where 
guests can contemplate and reflect. 

COMMISSION

Above and following pages: Egill Sæbjörnsson, The Mother (digital drawing), 2019
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Mother’s Day

1 November, Berlin, Germany

Another edition in the Therme Forum series was held  
to mark Therme Art’s commission of Sæbjörnsson’s  
The Mother. Hosted in the intimate surroundings  
of Café Bravo in KW, Berlin, Mother’s Day featured 
Sæbjörnsson in conversation with renowned art 
auctioneer Simon de Pury and Therme Art’s Curator 
Mikolaj Sekutowicz. 

For the audience, the evening was a unique occasion  
to learn more about Sæbjörnsson’s art practice, the 
inspiration behind The Mother as well as its synergies 
with the work of Therme Art. Reflecting on his 
collaboration with Therme Group, Sæbjörnsson said:

“When cities were new, they were the exception to 
nature, but now nature is an exception to cities as more 
people live in cities than on the countryside. And cities 
are built in a simplistic manner…but that doesn’t reflect 
who we are. We were created by nature over a long time 
and our inner life reflects nature. So, we need complex 
and lively environments. I aim to make adventurous 
spaces, echoing the scale of the human body  
and containing elements of play and interactivity.”

THERME FORUM

Artists have a very holistic approach and 
understand deeply with their consciousness 
that it all starts with us—that we all have  
to consider our inner self and outer self.”
 — MIKOLAJ SEKUTOWICZ, Curator, Therme Art

“Only artists can offer us this holistic approach and artists,  
in a way, are always a few steps ahead of us normal human beings. 
Artists feel things ahead of time.”
 — SIMON DE PURY, Art Auctioneer, Advisor and Collector 

“I’m always very interested in artworks that are creating living forces, 
that are creating our lives just as much as we create them. Throughout 
the centuries we have thought that we were the ones making artworks 
and that we were completely in control of them but in actuality the  
art is also creating us.”
 — EGILL SÆBJÖRNSSON, Artist
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Support of British Council  
at Venice Biennale of Art 2019

23 November, 2019, Venice, Italy

Following its support of the British Council at the 2018 
Venice Architecture Biennale, Therme Group was proud 
to support the British Pavilion at the Venice Biennale  
of Art 2019.

The British Pavilion was on view to the public from May 
11–November 24, 2019 and featured an important 
exhibition of new works by Glasgow-based artist Cathy 
Wilkes, curated by Zoé Whitley, Senior Curator  
at the Hayward Gallery, London. 

The British Council is a valued member of Therme Art’s 
network of partner organisations that aims to extend 
its mission of supporting and contributing open 
dialogues on creating sustainable solutions for future 
cities through innovations in art and architecture.

Emma Dexter, Director of Visual Arts at the British 
Council said on the 2019 British Pavilion’s presentation 
at the Biennale: 

“It’s a very delicate exhibition. It’s dealing with some 
very profound themes around life, death, birth, loving 
and caring. What I hope is that people are moved  
and that it touches something very basic inside them 
because the exhibition is about what it means to be 
human. Aside from [Therme Group’s] support that helps 
to make the show, what’s great about it is that it helps 
open up all sorts of creative discussions and we  
are very grateful to Therme for showing their belief  
in the British Pavilion.” 

Curated by Ralph Rugoff, the 2019 edition of the  
Venice Biennale, titled May you Live in Interesting Times,  
examined the precarious existence of contemporary  
life within our current political climate. Highlighting art’s  
social function and unique approaches to production, 
the Biennale was widely praised as a rich and politically  
engaged response to the most urgent issues of today. 

British Pavilion © John Riddy

Zoé Whitley, Curator of the 2019 
British Pavilion and Senior Curator, 
Hayward Gallery © James Gifford-
Mead

Emma Dexter, Director of Visual Arts,  
British Council © Cristiano Corte

BRITISH PAVILION 2019
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The Right to Refuse:  
Resisting Predominant Narratives  
as a Condition of Originality

23 November, 2019, Venice, Italy

During the closing weekend of the Venice Biennale of 
Art 2019, Therme Art partnered with the British Council  
to produce an edition of Therme Forum on the theme  
of refusal, examining how it might be used to ensure 
artists thrive outside our conventional market system. 

Inspired by the British Pavilion exhibition of Northern-Irish  
artist Cathy Wilkes, and in particular, Wilkes’s refusal  
to mediate her work, panellists considered how refusal 
in this instance can lay the ground for more meaningful 
engagement with art. Springing from this, discussion 
moved to the necessity of free spaces where culture 
and creativity can flourish, unmediated by the 
distortion of external voices and commodification.

This edition of Therme Forum marked another high 
point in Therme Art’s second consecutive year  
in partnership with the British Council, following  
its support of British participation in both art  
and architecture Biennales. 

THERME FORUM
“Refusal, even though we usually conceive of it  
as a reaction towards an external reality, in the end  
is something that leads us to our most interior self.  
It comes from the Latin word ‘to flow back’: to come 
back to nurture us from the inside.”
 — CLAUDIA PAETZOLD, Art Advisor and Curator

“It is within these conceptual spaces that we  
can explore new ways of thinking beyond our current 
limitations, allowing us to imagine and generate ways  
of programming cities that are more creative, 
sustainable and free. This is very much what our talks 
are about, the breakdown of boundaries, boundaries 
that also exist in companies and in the cultural sector 
and boundaries that we’ve tried to break down since  
we founded Therme Art.”
 — MIKOLAJ SEKUTOWICZ, Curator, Therme Art

“So in the face of logic or rules saying actually there  
are other ways to do things. Why should there be  
a press release? That’s not germane to what I’m doing:  
It doesn’t need to exist. There are these other ways  
of questioning and creating a whole different set  
of circumstances around which something wonderful 
can happen, that didn’t previously exist.”  
 — ZOÉ WHITLEY, Senior Curator, Hayward Gallery

“No matter how you put yourself on the outside of 
something, we have to acknowledge that all of the 
forces that drive us, as well as the narratives that drive 
us, are around us all of the time, and always already 
precede us and follow us.”
 — LUCIA PIETROIUSTI, Curator, General Ecology, 
Serpentine Galleries, and Curator, Lithuanian Pavilion at the 
58th Venice Biennale of Art 2019

“Putting limits on the amount of people that 
come in is not popular but it’s what you have 
to do. That’s just a very simple example of the 
artist setting a marker in the sand. That was 
absolutely the right thing to do, and it works.” 
 — EMMA DEXTER, Director, Visual Arts, British 
Council

01 Emma Dexter
02 Roya Sachs
03 Sarah Wilson
04 Claudia Paetzold
05 Zoé Whitley
06 Mikolaj Sekutowicz and Lucia Pietroiusti

“That is the beauty of all art: it is in constant 
dialogue with the cityscape, with the energy, 
with the pace, with the people. Anything you 
want to bring into the city has to be in dialogue 
with the city.”
 — ROYA SACHS, Curator, Lever House Art Collection

“It’s all very complicated because in the end,  
you can’t just acquire bread without either working for  
it or procuring it in some other way. ‘Man cannot live  
by bread alone’, but on the other hand, ‘give us our daily 
bread’. Somehow your daily bread has to be provided. 
It’s a bit of a double bind.”
 — SARAH WILSON, Professor of Modern and Contemporary 
Art, Courtauld Institute

Courtesy Francesco Allegretto
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FRIDA ESCOBEDO 
Architect

Frida Escobedo is the principal and founder of an architecture  
and design studio based in Mexico City. Her designs have been featured  
at the Venice Architecture Biennale (2012 and 2014) and the Lisbon 
Architecture Triennale (2013). In 2018, she became the youngest 
architect to work on the Serpentine Pavilion. Escobedo has won 
numerous awards, including winner of the Young Architects Forum, 
organised by the Architectural League of New York (2009);  
the Scholarship for Young Creators by the National Fund for Arts and 
Culture (FONCA) (2004); and the Ibero-American Biennale of 
Architecture and Urbanism Prize (IX BIAU) in Rosario, Argentina (2014), 
among others.

DAVID ADJAYE 
Adjaye Associates, Founder and Principal Architect
 
Since establishing Adjaye Associates in 2000, David Adjaye has crafted  
a global team that is multicultural, which is stimulated by the broadest 
possible cultural discourse, and is characterised by a sense of curiosity  
and a research-based methodology. Among other prestigious international 
projects, Adjaye is the lead designer of the Smithsonian National Museum 
of African American History and Culture.

ART ADVISORY BOARD

Therme Art has gathered some of the most influential and innovative 
minds from art and architecture to join us in broadening conversations 
about art, architecture, and the future of urban environments. 
Providing their unparalleled expertise and insight, these individuals 
offer strategic advice on how to best execute Therme Art’s mission,  
as well as Therme Forums and Workshops, working towards  
a sustainable and impactful future. 

MICHAELA NEUMEISTER DE PURY 
Art Expert, Curator and Collector

Michaela de Pury is founder of Michaela de Pury, an advisory company 
specialising in building art and design collections, consulting established 
collectors and institutions, as well as facilitating private transactions 
of impressionist, modern, post war and contemporary art and design. 
Previous to this she was Co-Founder and Partner of de Pury de Pury.  
She joined Phillips de Pury & Company in 2000, and was Senior Director  
until 2012.

SIMON DE PURY 
Art Auctioneer, Advisor and Collector

Simon de Pury is one of the leading figures in the art market. He is 
renowned for his deep and longstanding knowledge of the global 
marketplace and for his legendary performance on the auction podium. 
At the beginning of 2013 Simon founded de Pury de Pury, a company 
specialising in building collections, consulting established collectors and 
institutions, as well as facilitating private transactions of impressionist, 
modern, post war and contemporary art. In 2015, together with Arnaud 
Massenet, co-founder of Net-A-Porter, and Michaela de Pury, he founded 
de-Pury.com, an online platform for contemporary culture and auctions  
of contemporary art. In 2016 de Pury published The Auctioneer,  
his memoirs, released in the U.S. and the U.K, and in Spanish, French  
and Chinese editions.

“ Art should be completely integrated into our daily experience. Therme Art finally offers the artist 
of the twenty-first century a resolutely holistic approach to creativity and creation.”  
 — SIMON DE PURY

ALIA AL-SENUSSI
Patron and Academic

Alia Al-Senussi is a patron and academic. Alia works to promote various 
institutions and non-profit organizations through the arts and their 
overlapping interests with business and diplomacy.  Alia currently serves  
on the Tate Modern Advisory Board as well as on the Board of Trustees  
of the Elisa Sednaoui Foundation, the Showroom London and the Global 
Heritage Fund UK. She works as the VIP Representative for the UK and  
the Middle East and consultant for Art Basel, as well as Advisor for Arts  
& Culture to the Milken Institute and Advisor to the Saudi Arabian Ministry 
of Culture and holds various ambassador and executive roles. SARA FARAJ 

Secretary of the Therme Art Advisory Board
 
Sara Faraj studied psychology in Warsaw and Art Management in New York 
and worked for a UAE based art fund. In 2017, Sara joined the Therme Art 
team and helped to create the international Advisory Board. She serves  
on the board as a member and has been its secretary since the beginning  
of 2018.
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ROBERT C. HANEA 
President and CEO, Therme Group 

Robert C. Hanea is the Chairman and CEO of Therme Group, a leading 
global technology company focused on revolutionizing the wellbeing 
industry. Mr. Hanea’s vision for Therme Group is driven by the complex 
interplay of culture, nature and technology, and is focused on 
developing the perfect balance to busy urban life through state-of-
the-art capabilities. His work is based on the belief that arts and 
culture will be a major component in achieving a healthier and more 
sustainable civilisation and is invested in finding radical and 
transformative solutions towards this end. 

ARTHUR MAMOU-MANI  
Architect 

Arthur Mamou-Mani is a French architect and director of the award- 
winning practice Mamou-Mani Architects, specialised in a new kind  
of digitally designed and fabricated architecture. He is a lecturer  
at the University of Westminster and owns a digital fabrication 
laboratory called the FabPub which allows people to experiment with 
large 3D Printers and Laser Cutters. Since 2016, he is a fellow of  
The Royal Society for the Encouragement of Arts, Manufactures and 
Commerce. In 2018, he designed Galaxia, the temple at Burning Man. 
He has won the RIBA Rising Star Award 2017 and the Gold Prize at the 
American Architecture Prize for the Wooden Wave project installed  
at BuroHappold Engineering.

“ Culture is timeless. We want to give artists platforms. We want to give society a platform  
to engage with ideas, with the work, to think of what the future can be.”

 — ROBERT C. HANEA

FRANCIS KÉRÉ
Founder and Lead Architect of Kéré Architecture

Francis Kéré’s architectural practice has been recognised nationally 
and internationally with awards including the Aga Khan Award  
for Architecture (2004) for his first building, a primary school in Gando, 
Burkina Faso, and the Global Holcim Award 2012 Gold. He has 
developed innovative construction strategies that combine traditional 
building techniques and materials with modern engineering methods. 
Kéré’s work has recently been the subject of solo exhibitions  
at the Architekturmuseum in Munich and the Philadelphia Museum  
of Art (both in 2016). In 2017 the Serpentine Galleries commissioned 
him to design the Serpentine Pavilion in London.

“ If we as designers, humans, or just people that watch are aware of how we can empower people… 
I’m sure we’re going to create a better world by connecting people again to nature, to humanity 
and not just to economy.”

 — FRANCIS KÉRÉ
MAGDALENA M. GABRIEL
Art Advisor and Curator

Trained as a lawyer in Poland, Magdalena M. Gabriel made the shift into  
the artworld following studies at the London School of Economics and 
Christie’s Education. As the Director of Magdalena Gabriel Fine Art, she now 
works with emerging and established artists to sell unique artworks, prints, 
photographs and sculptural works, while also advising a range of high-profile  
private and corporate clients to build world-class collections of art. 
Alongside this work, Magdalena is a patron of Tate Modern and has served 
as a committee member of the Serpentine Galleries Future Contemporaries 
since 2014.

LONNEKE GORDIJN 
Artist, Studio Drift

Lonneke Gordijn, alongside Ralph Nauta, founded Studio Drift in 2007.  
Their focus is on creating multi-disciplinary site-specific interactive 
installations, sculptures, objects and films, which propose a distinct mix 
between the latest science fiction inspired hi-tech developments  
and their poetic imagery. Their work explores existing and new relationships 
between nature, technology and mankind, are in the collections of the V&A 
Museum in London, the San Francisco MoMA, the Louis Vuitton Foundation, 
The Rijksmuseum and the Stedelijk Museum.

“ Is it really just about the art? Is it really only about what we’re doing? Is it not in the end about 
spending time together, having a good time, connecting with each other?” 

 — LONNEKE GORDIJN

STEFANO MANCUSO 
Author and Professor of Botany at the University of Florence 

Stefano Mancuso has been working as a university professor 
(professore ordinario) at the University of Florence since 2001  
and is a member of the Accademia dei Georgofili. Mancuso is a 
founding member of the “International Society for Plant Signalling  
& Behaviour” and director of the 2005 founded LINV “Laboratorio 
Internazionale di Neurobiologia Vegetale.”
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EGILL SÆBJÖRNSSON 
Artist

Egill Sæbjörnsson works with the source of language as both a human  
and non-human phenomenon and the multitude of meanings it inhabits. 
With the technology of new media, his subjects, often sculptural or drawn, 
are given voices and mannerisms in an examination of the relationship 
between humans and their environment. Rocks take part in philosophical 
discussions and trolls run their own perfumeries in Sæbjörnsson’s 
performatics. Nothing is too trivial or grandiose for the artist as he uses 
new media in a manner similar to a paintbrush, seamlessly bridging 
traditional and new media.

“ Therme Group is at the forefront of using the newest technologies to create environments  
that bring people of all classes, races and genders together.”

 — EGILL SÆBJÖRNSSON

ROYA SACHS 
Curator, Lever House Art Collection

Roya Sachs is an independent curator and artistic director. She is currently 
Curator of Lever House Art Collection and Co-Founder of Triadic, a creative 
house focused on cross-disciplinary arts. Roya has presented exhibitions, 
performances and installations in collaboration with institutions and 
companies including Lever House, Performa, Google, Spring Place, 
Gertrude, Mana Contemporary, BOSI Contemporary Gallery, Gerson Zevi 
Gallery and LAMB Arts. Her artistic collaborators include Peter Halley,  
the New York City Ballet, the Campana Brothers, Karole Armitage, Adam 
Pendleton, assume vivid astro focus, Adam McEwen and Katherine 
Bernhardt, to name a few. She sits on the Board of Directors at Performa 
and is Co-Chair of the Performa Visionaries. Roya is based between  
New York and London.

JONATHAN REEKIE 
Director, Somerset House Trust

Jonathan Reekie began his career at Glyndebourne Opera and then became 
General Manager at the Almeida Theatre, founding Almeida Opera. In 1997 
he took over as Chief Executive of Aldeburgh Music where  
he remained until 2014, a transformational period for the organization 
culminating in the Britten Centenary celebrations. In 2014 he became 
Director of Somerset House Trust. Reekie has also previously been  
a trustee to Musica nel Chiostro Batignano, an arts advisor to the Paul Hamlyn 
Foundation and is currently a trustee of the Arts Foundation. He has  
an Honorary Doctorate in Music from the University of East Anglia,  
is an Honorary Fellow of the Royal Academy of Music, and in 2013 was  
awarded a CBE for services to music.

RODMAN PRIMACK 
Ambassador, Design Miami/

Rodman Primack was formerly the Executive Director and Chief 
Creative Officer of Design Miami/. He is now the Global Ambassador  
for the fair and runs his own AD100 recognised design practice,  
RP MILLER in New York and Mexico City. Prior to these roles, Primack 
was Chairman, London of Phillips de Pury & Company, served  
as a Director of Gagosian Gallery in Beverly Hills, as an Associate Vice 
President and Head Specialist of Latin American art for Christie’s  
in New York, and as a Designer for Peter Marino Architect in New York. 
He recently established Building Legacy, an alliance between Design 
Miami/ and the United Nations to support the 2030 Agenda for 
Sustainable Development in the design and architecture community.

“ The real kernel of design has always been about making our lives better and it’s part of what’s  
in Therme, which I think is really exciting.” 

 — RODMAN PRIMACK

HANS ULRICH OBRIST 
Artistic Director, Serpentine Galleries

Hans Ulrich Obrist is Artistic Director of the Serpentine Galleries, 
London. Prior to this, he was the Curator of the Musée d’Art Moderne 
de la Ville de Paris. Since his first show “World Soup” (The Kitchen 
Show) in 1991, he has curated more than 300 shows. Obrist’s recent 
publications include Mondialité, Conversations in Colombia, Ways  
of Curating, The Age of Earthquakes with Douglas Coupland  
and Shumon Basar, and Lives of The Artists, Lives of The Architects.

MIKOLAJ SEKUTOWICZ 
Vice President, Therme Group, and Curator, Therme Art 

As Vice President of Therme Group, Mikolaj Sekutowicz is responsible  
for the company’s business strategy and international expansion,  
as well as serving as CEO and Curator of Therme Art. He directs Therme 
Art’s continuing Therme Forum panel discussion series, which have
taken place during the Venice Biennale, Art Basel and Design Miami/. 
Alongside this, Mikolaj leads the art commissions program, designed to 
challenge the limitations of conventional art spaces, and to improve 
access and inclusivity to art in Therme Group facilities and beyond.

“ We want to integrate artworks into our facilities so artists can create immersive spaces where 
architecture, technology, and the human body emerge in a harmonious relationship.”  
 — MIKOLAJ SEKUTOWICZ
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SARAH WILSON 
Professor of Modern and Contemporary Art History at the Courtauld  
Institute of Art

Sarah Wilson is an art historian and curator focusing on contemporary global 
art, with special interests in post-war and Cold War Europe, the USSR and 
Russia today. Recent publications include The Visual World of French Theory, 
Figurations, 2010, (2018, French) and Picasso/Marx and Socialist Realism 
in France, 2013. She co-curated the 1st Asian Biennale /5th Guangzhou 
Triennale, 2014-5 and received the 2015 International Association of Art 
Critics award for Distinguished contribution to art criticism.

“ Therme Art is exciting from various points of view. Firstly, the potential of doing something with 
audiences which go far beyond the usual parameters of the art world... The baths are going to 
take people on unexpected adventures that may not just be sensorial, stimulating or surprising, 
but also intellectual.”

 — SARAH WILSON

MARC SPIEGLER 
Global Director, Art Basel

Marc Spiegler leads Art Basel’s international organisation, including  
its art fairs in Basel, Miami Beach, and Hong Kong, its expansion into other 
art world activities and digital initiatives. The French-American joined  
Art Basel as co-director in 2007, becoming global director in 2012.  
A visiting professor in cultural management at Milan’s Bocconi University, 
Mr. Spiegler previously worked as a journalist for 15 years, writing about  
the art world for magazines and newspapers such as The Art Newspaper, 
Monopol, Art + Auction, ARTnews, Neue Zürcher Zeitung, and New York 
Magazine.
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